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Abstract: Recent days, outsourcing database to cloud is getting popular as cloud provide services and applications which are in 

low cost and available even foe small scale industries. There are different schemes to provide appropriate functionality for the 

queries over the outsourced database. Though, presence of  such schemes provide sufficient functionality, the privacy may get 

leaked to the cloud which is providing service due to the frequent query search over the outsourced database as it is in total 

control of cloud server. When we consider numerical range queries, they cannot have secure schemes which can leak there 

statistical properties as well as access patterns which is an important practical challenge. To avoid this privacy leakage, this paper 

provide a multi cloud scheme by dividing the knowledge into these clouds, which is efficient enough to provide security to 

outsourced database and to numeric range queries over database. 

 

Index Terms – database, cloud computing, range query. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cloud computing involves services over the internet. It has services like IaaS, PaaS, SaaS[1].One can outsource the data 

to the cloud and can view whenever the user desired. computing saves the cost, provides security, flexibility etc[2]. Cloud has a 

privacy issue that ,the service provided by the cloud is assumed to be semi-trust i.e., the cloud is honest but curious .As the cloud 

is assumed to be semi-trust, the data of the of the data owners is at risk. So, a technique called  encryption should be done to the 

data before outsourcing to the cloud. 

An overview for outsourced database is explained in cryptDB[3]. Consider any cloud client like software company. The private 

data has to be send to the cloud and can be accessed using DDL, DML, DQL, DCL commands[5]. As we have assumed that the 

cloud is semi-trust, there is a chance for the cloud to get any private information for the advantage of the company. In some worst 

situations, there is a chance for the cloud to leak the private information to the opponents for profit which is illegal. 

The privacy can be stored irrespective of the cloud. The confidential data is divided into two parts and distributed into two non-

colluding clouds. The implementation of divide and conquer method can know any confidential information from single part of  

knowledge and each cloud will have idea about it's own part. A secure two cloud database architecture is introduced where the 

clouds are non-colluding and both the clouds have idea about it's own part. By taking this architecture into consideration we 

further recommend a series if interaction protocols which are the communication scenario between individual agents in multi-

agent[10] systems. For a client to conduct numeric related query over enciphering data from faraway cloud servers. It involve 

query statements such as greater than ,less than, between etc. 

 

1.1  MOTIVATION: 

Providing and preserving security is a key factor in cloud. In modern days, everyone is concentrating on privacy issues 

as it is the major risk. Even though there are many schemes regarding the privacy, there are some chances to leak the private data. 

Many organizations and enterprises are facing these problems. If the private data of any organization or enterprise got leaked, 

then it has to face many problems. The goal is to provide  security for the data which is stored in  cloud. 

 

2.RELATED WORK 

 

Due to the increasing popularity to retrieve data with similar(not only same indexes) the fuzzy searchable encryption 

[11] introduced in many literatures  for cloud computing. These search techniques allows small- scaled distinction in character or 

numeric level in search keywords. More importantly for numeric keywords , the  predicate of query can get numeric records with 

in range. Some existing range query schemes due to large storage overhead to maintain the encrypted data is not suitable for 

practical.  

Subsequently, to provide numeric related range query in database the scheme like Order Preserving   Encryption  (OPE) 

[4] is introduced . The OPE preserves the order of values in encryption field , while hiding the actual values OPE developed to 

increase both efficiency and security . In Ideal security OPE scheme [4] , an  adversary even having the access privilege to a set of 

cipher text. It can not learn the knowledge of the data with non- negligible advantage. In order preserving encryption scheme 

[4],[6] , though it is achieved the security boundary it does not totally satisfy the privacy requirement as it exposes the order of 

data which OPE store inherently, this may be utilized  to reveal  the some amount of sensitive data. 

 In Security and privacy enhancing multicloud  architecture [10] explained a architecture o2f cloud which or protect the sensitive 

information of  outsourced databases and services . This mainly concentrated on the four knowledge partition patterns (1) 

Application Replication (2) Division of application logic (3) Fragmentation of application logic (4) Fragmentation of application 

data . Here , The knowledge is divided in to two fragments and stored in two different  clouds which is non-colluding an each 

cloud knows only its respected fragmented knowledge the cloud can not  get any private information in such type of multicloud 

architecture. 
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The security and privacy enhancing multi-cloud architecture [10], does not provided a brief scheme or realization for 

outsourced structured database. 

This paper, introduced a multi-cloud prototype in which two clouds are non-colluding , in which the structured database 

is outsourced and also recommend a series of interaction protocols to conduct queries of outsourced database. The scheme not 

only provide privacy preservation but also privacy to logical relationship among data contents , i.e., order of data , stastical 

properties and pattern of query. 

 

3.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES AND  PRIVACY REQUIREMNTS 

 

 In existing system, There is a cloud which stores the database which is in encrypted format though this database is 

encrypted there is a chance of leakage of data to the cloud server with is sensible to the client through frequent quires over 

outsourced database . Because of privacy related issues the cloud service provider is supposed to be semi-trust. Putting sensitive 

data into the cloud is a disapproving concern. So the sensitive data need to be encrypted before outsourcing the data. The cloud 

owner in the need of benefits will forward the sensitive data to others which are competitors. In this, the frequently asked queries 

of the client will unavoidably and slowly reveal some amount of private information. Some specific type cryptology like Order 

Preserving Encryption (OPE) [4],[6],[7] reveal the sensitive information of the clients by maintaining the order of the cipher texts. 

As a solution to the above problem the recommended system has two clouds cloud A and cloud B. These two clouds are used to 

perform different tasks , such as cloud A provides storage service and it stores the encrypted databases. While cloud B only 

performs the computation tasks .These computation tasks are to solve the numerical records that satisfy the client query request 

by using its security key. Key knowledge of application can be divided into two parts, where one part is only known to one cloud. 

Hence the single part of knowledge that cannot release the privacy of data and queries. 

 

3.1. System Architecture 

Our system architecture includes two non-colluding clouds and a database owner. Here database owner acts as a client in 

the perspective of cloud and two non-colluding clouds acts as servers. They also provide storage and related computation for 

query processing. The figure shows the detailed architecture of our project. 

 
 

Fig.1.Two-Cloud Database Architecture 

 
 

Fig.2. Knowledge Partition Prototype 
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In our scheme, the related knowledge of the database and queries is divided into two parts. The database is stored in one 

cloud and the related computation work is processed in another cloud. With this division of knowledge, every cloud will have its 

own data and knowing of only one part of the data is not enough to obtain any useful privacy information. This architecture of our 

recommended system increases some complexity but at the same time it provides security. There are many encryption schemes on 

data though they are efficient somehow they leak the data and fail to provide privacy preservation. 

 

3.2 Privacy Requirements 

In our system data contents, statistical properties and query patterns are the main privacy concerns. 

 

Data contents: The privacy preservation data contents in the databases are the major concern for privacy threats. It includes the 

privacy of definition and description of each column in the table of the stored database and also each record value in the table. To 

ensure privacy for this data tables some related works have used cryptDB in which column names are encrypted and mean while 

the columns names are encrypted with other techniques like Order Preserving Encryption. However using encryption alone cannot 

provide complete security to data contents with the development of data analysis, one can extract the features from data  and 

queries and the classification technique can help to understand the definition of columns. 

 

Statistical properties: Although statistical properties can disclose the private information of data contents, these properties 

themselves are already sensitive and private for client. One of the widely used encryption scheme to construct a secure database is 

Order Preserving Encryption(OPE),with the uses range queries, it may leak the privacy information of encrypted field by query 

processing many query request over encrypted secure database. 

 

Query pattern: The query pattern contains privacy information such as client purpose of the query and they also reveal some 

statistical properties as we discussed above. 

To preserve privacy for above threats the outsourced database which provide numeric-related queries have to avert the following 

information from being obtained by semi-trusted cloud. 

 For data contents: The column names and values need to be protected. For statistical properties: The statistical properties 

such as order of data and their probability distributions are to be protected against semi-trust cloud as some properties 

include ‘>’,’<’,’=’,& ‘BETWEEN’ etc. 

 For query pattern: The queries over secure database are need to be kept private against semi-trust clouds and also against 

clouds unauthorized parties such that even though it process many queries it should not reveal private information. 

 

4.PRELIMINARIES AND SOME DEFINATIONS 

 

4.1 Paillier Cryptographic Algorithm 

Key generation: 

Step 1:Take two prime numbersk and l independently and randomly suchthatgcd(kl,(k-1)(l-1))=1. 

Step 2:  Evaluate m=kl and λ=lcm(k-1, l-1). 

Step 3: choose random integer ‘p’  where p ϵ 𝑍𝑛2
∗ . 

Step 4: Evaluate    μ=(F( 𝑝𝜆𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚2))−1𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚 where function F is defined as 

F(x) =
 𝑥−1

𝑚
. 

 The encryption (public) key is (m, p). 

 The decryption (private) key is (λ , μ). 

 

Encryption: 

Step 1: Let b be a message to be encrypted where 0≤ b<m. 

Step 2: Choose a number ‘q’ where 0 < q < m and q ϵ 𝑍𝑛2
∗  ( i.e., ensure gcd (q , m)=1). 

Step 3: Compute cipher text as: c =𝑝𝑏 . 𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑚2.  
 

Decryption: 

Step 1:  Let c be the cipher text which need to be decrypt, where c ϵ 𝑍𝑛2
∗ . 

Step 2:  Compute the plain text message from cipher text message as b=F(𝑐𝜆𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑚2). μ 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚. 

 

4.2 Numeric – Related SQL Queries 

 

The SQL (structured query Language) is a programming Language, which is used to perform operations on the relational 

database and to manage data in the database.A query operation is a request  data with a statement to explain the desired data. The 

data which is required can be a single column or more than one column of one or more tables in a outsourced database and it 

aggregate the results from original data, for example  sum , average , count , of the data. To retrieve the designed data the query 

must be describe the requirement as the numeric-related SQL queries in the rest of paper.The introduced two-cloud architecture , 

propose a series of interaction protocols between the client and the clouds , which can realize numeric- related SQL queries and 

obtain the privacy requirements .Apart  from  retrieving  data with query operation , there are other SQL operations like Update, 

Insert which can alter the data. The privacy preservation issue for this data is revolve with other approaches which are existing 

like ORAM (Oblivious RAM) [12].This paper concern only on the privacy preservation to query operation.   
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5. METHODOLOGY 
This section provide a complete interaction protocols to realize range query with privacy preservation on database which 

is outsourced to a cloud. Here the schemes includes the two clouds which are non-colluding and the knowledge of application is 

divided and that divided knowledge is shared between two clouds. The cloud A usually contain the outsourced database i.e., 

storage and the cloud B will do the computation task. 

The two cloud architecture provide privacy preservation to numeric related data. The client can retrieve the data from queries 

when the query includes the operations like ‘>’,  ‘<’, and  ‘BETWEEN’ for columns. 

For example,  

                                               SELECT  * FROM Table WHERE 𝐻𝑖> c. 

 

In the above query the client wants to retrieve the items from the table, whose column 𝐻𝑖  should be greater than a 

constant ‘c’. In this scheme, it is resolved by taking the sign of each value of (𝐻𝑖(k) - c), where ‘k’ traverses all rows of the whole 

table if the result of (Hi(k) - c) is greater than ‘0’, the item set which are relevant to the result satisfies the query predicate and if 

the operator is reversed i.e., if the condition become “𝐻𝑖(k) < c” then the corresponding computation will also be get reversed as 

(c-𝐻𝑖(k)) and the remaining phase are similar to that of the case ‘>’. 

 

For the ‘BETWEEN c and d’ predicate the result is retrieved through the intersection of 𝐻𝑖> c and 𝐻𝑖< d. 

The recommended scheme is collection of table creation and query protocol. The query protocol har four parts according to its 

operation. 

1) Query request 

2) Sending the item 

3) Sending the index 

4) Query response 

 

Table creation: After the renting cloud service. The client will outsource the database to cloud before outsourcing the database 

application the client need to provide protection in the following way. 

 The column name of the table 𝐻𝑖  should be encrypted [i.e., denoted by E(𝐻𝑖)] and the key ‘k’ should be securely kept by 

the client. 

 For each item(The row in a table ), its values also need to be encrypted. This paper only concentrate on the numeric 

related data and it uses Palliers cryptosystem which make use of public key for each numeric related value “y”. 

                          Y=E(y , PK) 

 After encryption of database it needs to be uploaded into the cloud A along with public key and the secret or private key 

will be sent to cloud B securely. 

 

Query Protocol: 

    Here we explain query protocol by implementing the recommended procedure for operator “>”. 

1) Query Request: After outsourcing the database, whenever the clients wants to retrieve data from the outsourced database 

they need to generate the request in the form of SQL  query. 

        For example, 

                                               SELECT * FROM table WHERE 𝐻𝑖> c; 

 

 After generating the plain text query it need to be converted to cipher text in order to  preserve the privacy. 

  i) The encryption of the column name: The client  need  to be encrypt the column name as E(𝐻𝑖>) with key 'K'. 

 ii) The encryption of range boundary value: After encrypting the column name the client also need to encrypt the range 

boundary value with the public key PK in Pallier cryptosystem. After encrypting the boundary value it is denoted as 'C'. 

  iii) The Token generation: After completion of above process the client generate the token to analyze query request. The token 

is in the form of Sign(TN || CN ||N||T),where 

       TN = Token serial number 

       CN = Number of the column involved  

         N  = Total number of items in the table 

          T = The current timestamp 

 All these are signed by the client's secrete key SK.. 

iv)Sending the query request: At last, the client send the following encrypted query to the cloud A with the signed token. Here 

the CN is '1'. 

 

                                             SELECT * FROM table WHERE E(𝐻𝑖>)  > C.       

2) Sending the Item: After getting the query request the Cloud A process the query and retrive the column name    E(𝐻𝑖)  and 

process following phases: 

Phase 1: 

For each item 𝑌𝑗=𝐻𝑖𝑗   in the column ,two random positive numbers are selected by the cloud A  as   𝑟𝑗 and ꞓ𝑗where 0 ≤ ꞓ𝑗 <

𝑟𝑗 and computes , 

𝑌𝑗
′ = (

𝑌𝑗

𝐶
)𝑟𝑗  𝐸(−ꞓ𝑗, 𝑃𝐾) 

 Phase 2: 

 After phase 1, the cloud A shuffles the retrieved array randomly to generate new array of items and the cloud A keep the 

mapping between the old array and the newly formed array securely. 

Finally, the cloud A removes the Column name E(𝐻𝑖) from newly formed array and send to cloud B along with the token . 
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3)Sending the Index: After receiving the array and token from cloud A the cloud B checks the  genuineness token to make sure it 

has not expired and has not used in specific time. IT also checks the column number and item number consist with the values in 

token and if the request is authorized then cloud B decrypts each  as shown. 

𝑦𝑗′
′ = 𝐷(𝑌𝑗 ,

′ 𝑆𝐾) 

The each decrypted item is inserted into a another new array in the cloud B  if it is greater than  0 .To preserve the 

privacy  the cloud B add some dummy indexes to random positions of the newly formed array and return this array to the Cloud 

A.    

 

4) Query Response:   
For each received item from cloud B the cloud A loose up the index information and gets corresponding index in the 

original column according to the mapped index. Cloud A sends the corresponding rows in the table, asquery response to the 

client. After client receiving the response, the client decrypt the items with private key  and removes dummy items which do not 

satisfy the  query predicate. 

 

Different schemes for Operators '<','BETWEEN','=' : 

 

1)Operator '<': The query processing for '<' operator is similar to '>' the difference lies in the phase 1 that is here in order to 

implement subtraction (c-𝐻𝑖(k)) the corresponding operation in encryption is, 

𝑌𝑗
′ = (

𝐶

𝑌𝑗

)𝑟𝑗  𝐸(−ꞓ𝑗, 𝑃𝐾) 

2) For Operator 'BETWEEN' and '=' : 

The equivalent   to an 'AND' logic for operator 'BETWEEN' in the query is (𝐻𝑖> c) ^ (𝐻𝑖< b) 

 The operator '=' can be treated as  special case of 'BETWEEN'  and the predicate '𝐻𝑖=c' is translated as 'Hi BETWEEN c-1 AND 

c+1” and the equivalent AND logic as follows 

(𝐻𝑖> c-1) ^ (𝐻𝑖< c+1). 

 

7. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

In therecommended system, we will contemplate to further raise the security level while protecting the feasibility and we 

will expand our future scope to bear more operations like SUM\AVG and this  our system is limited to numerical queries only, for 

a future scope it can be enhanced to support other type of queries . 

8.CONCLUSION 

 Here, we furnished a two-cloud plan with a chain or sequence of interaction protocols for outsourced database facility, 

which safeguard the privacy preservation of data contents, statistical property and query pattern. Parallelly, with the help of range 

queries it not only secures the privacy of static data but also label standard privacy outflow in statistical properties or after many 

query processes.Security (or) certainty examination reveal that our strategy can encounter the privacy preservation needs. The 

further performance appraisal reveal that our recommended system is efficient. 
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